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Introduction

Dear reader,
this is the second Newsletter of the European Research Centre for Book and Paper
Conservation-Restoration. The concept of the newsletter is to
-

Inform you about the past work

-

Provide you each time with a never before published scientific article

-

Inform about upcoming events

What we did for the community?
The EU Project “Men & Books” was granted.

MEN & BOOKS - for a risk free use of the European written cultural heritage
Book and paper conservators and archivists all over Europe have a big common unsolved
problem: mould. Mould destroys our cultural heritage. Especially books and charters in
archives, being unique by nature and thus extremely valuable for our understanding of
Europe´s past are very much at risk to be lost due to microorganisms: Firstly because
there are fungi, that particularly attack and destroy paper&parchment; secondly because
archival material is stored en masse and is comparatively rarely moved – therefore
infestation often stays undiscovered for a long time until it is so vast, that it cannot be
overseen.
Mouldy material is a serious health hazard for men, both archivists and readers, as most

of the spores cause dangerous illnesses. Today still many charters and books are
disinfected with toxic measures.
This project wants to find a solution to exterminate the mould with a substance and
method, that are harmless for men and books. This is beneficial for all European users of
archival material.
The Archives of the Protestant Parish of the Holy Trinity in Swidnica houses about 12000
manuscripts, prints, bound books and loose archival material. This archival material is
complete without any losses from 1652 until today. These highly valuable sources for the
history of Protestantism were chosen as a representative material. The material is
certainly of interest for all European citizens which are interested in their history.
From the material point the various writing materials, leathers, parchment and paper in
this archive are found in almost any historic collection in Europe, promising significant
results useful for any other institution in Europe and around the world.
In total this project cannot be realized without a substantial interdisciplinary, international
dialogue. By combining art and culture, history and science and health- topics the project
clearly is more than its parts.

Partners are Universität für Bodenkultur,Wien (Austria), Parafia Ewangelicko -Augsburska
pw. Trójcy Świętej w Świdnicy, (Poland), Europ. Research Cent. f. Book & Paper
Conservation- Restoration, (Austria), Univerzita Karlova v Praze (Czech Republic),
ICARUS – International Centre for Archival Research (Austria), Technische Universität
Graz (Austria).

ERASMUS Students – research activity
Cooperation with external institutions, i.e. the University of Zadar, lead to a 3 month
internship of Emilia Domazet und Rafaela Burmeta. The students worked on the topic
“Armenian Paper” and were supervised by Manfred Schreiner, Helmgard Holle, Wilfried
Vetter, Emanuel Wenger, Patricia Engel. They could perform IR spectroscopy, X Ray
spectroscopy, fibre analyses in the University of Fine Arts Vienna and recreation of
historical Iraq paper surface treatments. They furthermore were able to use the
“Bernstein” water-mark data base of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. The results
gained from the original paper material dating from the 14th to the 19th century will be
published soon.
More students are welcome to apply under ERASMUS – we can involve them into

research on water makrs, mass deacidification project and history of book binding as well
as other upcoming research projects.

ARTIKEL

This article is the second contribution, which was still unfinished at the conference “New
Approaches to Book and Paper Conservation-Restoration” in May 2011 and was promised
to be sent via the Newsletter. This is the reason why this Newsletter is sent to all
participants of the conference. Those who wish for the Newsletter furtheron, are kindly
asked to subscribe by sending a short mail to: ercbookpaper@gmail.com.
Searching for Traces: Fragments of Former Manuscripts
Erich Renhart and Manfred Mayer
Special Collections, University Library Graz, Austria;
VESTIGIA – Centre for the Study of Written Heritage

1. The object: what is a manuscript fragment?
There are various definitions of what can be considered to be a ‚fragment‘. In this sketch
the term is used in the sense of: the fragment is part of a former book or document. The
manuscript collections Eastern and Western offer lots and lots of pieces being the
remnants of former books. The considerable number of such paper and parchment debris
makes me talk of a „hidden library“. In many cases these late and rudimentary vestiges do
not allow the reconstitution of more than one folium or a bifolium, not to talk about a full
quire of a former book. But these fragments can tell us a story.
I am classifying the fragments under two formal aspects: in situ-fragments and fragments
which are detached from a former surrounding. More informative and revealing are the in
situ-fragments, because they have a context providing information additional to its material
and its contents. However, the other type of fragments is not to be neglected at all.

2. The state of the art: what is already done?

I have been observing the European scene in terms of research work on manuscript
fragments for several years. At a first glance one can notice, many fragments are
mentioned in the catalogues – not all of them are described in detail and in good quality.
Of course, fragments have always been considered for text editions, exploiting their
contents. Furthermore, there were some fine editions of fragment corpora in the last
years, the majority of them being directed by thematic and formal aspects, e.g. liturgical
fragments, or fragments with musical notation, or fragments dating from a certain –
normally ancient – period, due to an increasing palaeographical interest. In summary,
there is done much individual study on manuscript fragments. There is done some
research on fragments under particular aspects. All works af these categories mostly
remain connected to single fragments or collections of fragments on a local level.
But we can perceive another development as well, a systematical and more structured
study of manuscript fragments. There are some few institutions investigating into the
quasi-totality of fragments to be found in a library or even in a wide geographic area. The
first place in this sense is hold by a Scandinavian group of researchers under the direction
of Åslaug Ommundsen, from the Center for Medieval Studies, University of Bergen in
Norway.[1]They started a series of workshops and activities on fragment studies years
ago, comprising the countries Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland and Iceland. The
results are published and accessible as pdf on the homepage of Bergen University. I
consider this Scandinavian effort as the most productive so far, creating well elaborated
databases with meticulous descriptions as well as photographies of the objects in their
corpus fragmentorum.
From various initiatives in Germany[2]I want to pick out the case of the University and
County Library Düsseldorf.[3]In 2003 they started a project sponsored by the German
Science Fund (DFG). Within this project more than 300 parchment fragments of any
content were investigated scientifically. You may find the results published on the web, the
objects having been digitized and well described.
From the Austrian landscape in fragment research I can report some promising
beginnings. In 2009 Austrian Academy of Science organized an international congress on
the questions and problems associated to the fragmented manuscript heritage. The
results are laid down in a book which contains fundamental insights and strategies in our
dealing with manuscript fragments. You will find the book indicated on the website of the
Academy under its editor’s name Christian Gastgeber and the title „Fragmente“ [in
German].[4]
Another initiative was set in the National Library in Vienna. The number of manuscript
fragments to be found in the National Library is incredibly high, some thousands and it is
not possible to easily make a comprehensive census.

In summer 2011 a small but fine fascicle presenting some 70 fragments with musical
notation left the printing press. The booklet is a special volume of the „Codices
Manuscripti“-series.[5]This publication picks out the most outstanding objects the totality of
it being in a database. Emphasis is laid here on the discussion of provenience according
to the different styles and schemes of musical notation. Our Colleague from Graz
University Franz Karl Praßl was consultor in this initiative.
In total, as far as I see, there is an awakening interest in research on manuscript
fragments, and an increasing awareness of the multilayered and complex reality
connected with manuscript fragments. There is some evidence for a certain shift towards
codicological research, perceiving fragments as part of a former book or document. There
is a general bias from purely exploiting the contens towards the material character and the
„second life“ of a book in its fragmented form. This new appreciation possibly is a tribute to
the book restorers and conservators who are nowadays the main „generators“ of
fragments – in the sense that they are discovering and making visible fragments at various
places of medieval bookbindings. However, scientific community started research on the
so called „waste material“, not in a large scale, but there are some serious beginnings.

3. The projects: what is on the way?
The VESTIGIA – („Traces“) – research centre at Graz University which is connected to the
Special Collection Department has taken responsibility for a couple of initiatives dedicated
to research on manuscript fragments.

3.1The fragments hold in the University Library Graz

First of all, we have to do works in our own library. Our Special Collections at University
Library Graz are holding more than two thousand manuscripts, eleven hundred
incunabulae and 27 thousand books from the 16th and 17th centuries. All parts of these
collections are „contaminated“ with fragments of former manuscripts. A first census, half a
century ago, inventorized a number of 195 detached fragments. Among these we count 41
numbers being the remnants of former charters.[6]The collection of Hebrew fragments
comprises 17 numbers. In total we have about 280 detached fragments. The number of in
situ-fragments is gradually increasing. We took notice of more than 500 up to now. Thus,
we have at least 800 fragments of medieval books in our shelves.[7]
The majority of the detached fragments is visible on the web.[8]The quality of their
description – done in former times – is varying. It is our task to work out the complete
material anew. We have to describe each object systematically, to provide high quality

photographs and to enter the results in an easily accessible database.
One part of our collection – the fragments of the Monastery of St Lambrecht – is being
worked out by Christopher Schaffer, a PhD student.[9]He will accomplish works next
spring. Since emphasis is put here on notated fragments, it is again our colleague Franz
Karl Prassl, co-heading this project.
At present we are developing a vast research proposal to include the totality of our
fragments to be investigated.

3.2 The fragments hold in the Diocesane Archive, Graz

There are other places in Graz where we can find manuscript fragments. One of these
places is the Archive of the Diocese. We do not find any medieval manuscript there. But
there is rich archival material, volumes of all formats, which are bound and rebound using
parchment leaves. Thus, we count some 250 pieces – fragments of outdated manuscripts.
We digitized all of them and made them accessible for scientific investigation. It is our
colleague Mrs Margit Westermeyer, who is elaborating her doctoral thesis on these
objects.
Considering this kind of material means opening a new page in the book. Beyond the
normal scope of a project of this kind – identifying contents and date etc. – this project
offers new possibilities. The situation is that: the archival material with the fragments are
collected from all over the country. There are several dozens of places where parchment
fragments had been used for binding purposes. Some of these locations are close to
monasteries. We hope to get information about the ways, some manuscripts went. We
hope to find some traces in order to clarify if, how and where bookbinders were on the
way – with or without connections to neighbouring libraries. And we want to verify the
hypothesis of manuscript waste material being object of commerce. The project started
late in 2009.[10]

3.3 The Armenian fragments of the Mechitharist Library, Vienna

The beginnings of our works on fragments goes back to the year 2005, when we started
the identification and subsequent digitization of the fragments in the Mechitharist Library of
Vienna. This library holds more than 3,000 medieaval Armenian manuscripts. We
identified some 250 fragments mentioned in the excellent catalogue. The scientific
description was done by our colleagues Gohar Muradyan and Aram Topchyan who are
connected to the Matenadaran in Yerevan/Armenia. The works were completed in 2009.
You may find the publication of these fragments in a bilingual edition (Armenian and

English) to be downloaded as pdf on our website.[11]At present we are working on the
edition in classical book form.
This project was our very first on fragments to be started and accomplished. And we won
much experience in the course of its realization, in terms of the specific problems and the
expectations in view of the results. Emphasis was laid on the identification of the contents
ond on palaeography. At the beginning we did not pay sufficient attention to the place of
the fragment in the book and to various other questions of codicology. This project was a
highly useful experience. One of the main results: It is absolutely necessary to develop an
open access database for the Armenian manuscript fragments worldwide.

3.4 The Syriac Manuscripts and Fragments of the Matenadaran of Yerevan, Armenia

It was in 2007 when we started another mission to inventorise and describe manuscript
fragments.[12]The Matenadaran, is the most prominent collection of Armenian
manuscripts in the world – some twelve thousand out of a totality of approximately 18,000
at that place. Matenadaran holds a tiny collection of several dozens of Syriac manuscripts
and fragments. Most of these fargments are parchments and some of them are indeed
very old. We choose this corpus of fragments, because there is a close cooperation
between our institutions, and accessibility is guaranteed and easy. Finally, the amount of
documents is limited, work is feasible within a reasonable span of time. We are in close
cooperation with the Oriental Institute in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, to elaborate the
catalogue. Together with the resident colleague Andrea Schmidt we are expecting to
accomplish works on these materials in 2012. The outcome will be a bilingual publication
(German and Armenian).

3.5 The Collection of Diyarbakir/Turkey
Finally, I’d like to indicate another newly inspected collection of manuscripts and
fragments. In May 2011 Manfred Mayer, our chief conservator, and me, we came across a
collection of 370 Syriac manuscripts in the town of Diyarbakir – the historical Amida in
Cappadocia. Diyarbakir is situated on the Tigris river and may be considered as the main
metropolis of Kurdistan. Historically the region was settled by Greeks, Armenians and
Syrians as well.
The collection of manuscripts there offers several hundred detached fragments apart from
the still intact books. In close collaboration with Paul Hepworth, the book restorer in
charge, we are going to design a project, in order to set necessary steps as to the
conservation of the manuscripts, to catalogue them and to make these manuscripts and

the fragments accessible for scientific community. The amount of book debris we saw
there made us become desperate – and this is just one location in the Middle East, where
we are confronted with fragmented books of historical libraries.[13]

4. The aims: what do we want to know when we are going to study fragments?

Text-findings
It is a matter of fact that practically all historical text editions are lacking their „Urschrift“ –
the original manuscript from which several copies have been taken, normally with slight
changes or alterations. Actually, we do not believe to discover such treasures among the
piles of fragments. And we do not expect to discover completely new – so far unknown –
texts. But from time to time we are surprised to find a piece of a rare text. Thus, in a
modest scale, research on manuscript fragments, may contribute even to text editions. But
it is the standard case to uncover texts which are already known, texts from which printed
editions are already existant.

Palaeography
It is one of the outreaching goals of research on manuscript fragments to enlarge our
knowledge of palaeography. The more writings we can attribute to a certain period, to a
certain region, to a certain scriptorium or to the hand of a writer, the better we can rely on
palaeography, which is sometimes the only tool for dating etc. Therefore, dealing with
manuscript fragments necessitates a thorough description of the writing style,
inventorizing all irrregularities and regularities as well. We need comprehensive albums of
paleography for all alphabets and regions with a historical production of manuscripts.
History of books
One of our main concerns is to contribute to elucidate the history of books and libraries.
Scientific community has a good knowledge of single books and whole libraries which
have disappeared in history. There are various reasons for that: destruction and confusion
due to historical events and catastrophes, changes of techniques (e.g. book printing),
censorship and many others. We are considering fragments as the rudiments of a former
book or a charter of any kind. Finally, we want to know, which categories of books have
been cut into pieces, when and where, and why.

Techniques of Book-Binding
Dealing with manuscript fragments used as material for bookbinding means to study the

„second life“ of a folium – a folium cut off from its original surrounding of an intact book in
order to be subsidiary now to a completely different book. We want to increase our
knowledge of historical techniques of book-binding, and to get some insight into the ways
fragments were used as waste material. By the way, it is normally the book-binder and the
book restorer who discovers a fragment.

5. The experiences: what questions did emerge, what results do we have?

5.1 Immense and increasing number of fragments
Even in good catalogues we will not always find necessary information about the
existence of fragments in a library. There is a considerable number of fragments to be
found not in the manuscript collection itself but on the cover of printed books especially
from the 16th to the 18th centuries. Such fragments are frequently not inventorized and
indicated in the catalogues. The existence of a manuscript fragment is not necessarily
connected to books at all. And, there are many cases when fragments appear in the
process of restoring a book. Thus the number of fragments is growing steadily. Even the
census of manuscript fragments is a difficult task and the repertories might be full of gaps.

5.2 Technical questions (digitization, ...)
Sometimes we are able to detect small strips of parchment in the fold, on the spine or
elsewhere in a manuscript. This leads us to a serious problem: Although we see that there
is a fragment we are not able to read its contents because the surface is not accessible for
our eyes. Here we need the help of technologies and facilities of various kind in order to
make the parchment’s text or whatever it bears visible. But there are cases where we are
failing even with the help of a most sophisticated technology.
5.3 Necessity of more than local cataloguing of fragments
Substantial work on fragments may be carried out on a local level. It seems to be the
ordinary way to work on fragments in a special collection at a certain place. Scientific
literature convincingly testifies to this practise – and produced a lot of good results.
Beyond that scope we could search for fragments dispersed in a wider area. Books were
a travelling around in all historical periods. This is only gradually different from practises in
present time – e.g. we have precise knowledge of officially sending a one thousand year
old manuscript by ordinary mail from our university to a place in France. It happened some
25 years ago. We got it back via mail. – And fragments, of course were travelling with the
books, with the book binders, with the monks, the readers and so on. Therefore, it makes

much sense to search for fragments in a more than local area, to collect the traces of the
hidden library accross political and cultural borders: There is the other case of a 14th c.
charter fragment, originating from the German town of Heilbronn, which I found in
Armenia, three thousand kilometer from its place of origin, now being part of an Armenian
manuscript.

5.5 Creation of databases
As a consequence I would like to suggest the creation of local and regional databases and
to make them compatible. Creating such databases would not only be advantageous to
identify fragments more easily or to bring pieces together – which is the exceptional case.
Such databases would allow modified scientific questions and new insights in historical
bookproduction and the fate of books and libraries.

Next article
We are welcoming articles in the field of book and Paper Conservation in a wide sense of
it. The articles are double blind peer reviewed and as the Newsletter got a proper
registration, the articles are quotable.
Any authors are kindly asked to keep to the author´s guidelines before they send us a text.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Further education courses
The upcoming further education courses are:
 Understanding of the Parchment in the Medieval Manuscripts| 21st – 26th May 2012 –
Lecturer: Jiří Vnouček MA
 Identification of European Paper – you only see what you know | 4th - 8th June 2012 –
Lecturer: Dipl. Ing. Gangolf Ulbricht
 Identification of Asian Paper – you only see what you know| 11th – 15th June 2012 –
Lecturer: Dipl. Ing. Gangolf Ulbricht
 Was uns die Papiere verraten| 17. und 18. Juni 2012 – Lecturer: Dr. Georg Dietz
(during the course there will be also the exhibition Ochsenkopf und Meerjungfrau Papiergeschichte und Wasserzeichen vom Mittelalter bis zur Neuzeit)
 The Understanding and Analysis of Organic Materials in Art| 3rd – 7th September 2012 –

Lecturer: Dr. Jan Wouters
 Understanding of the Parchment in the Medieval Manuscripts| 17th – 21st September
2012 – Lecturer: Jiří Vnouček MA
 Using Cyclododecane in Paper Conservation Practice| 2nd November 2012 - Lecturer:
Prof. Salvador Muñoz Viñas
 Manuscript Archaeology - a Step into Manuscripts Biography| 17th – 18th Nov. 2012 –
Lecturer: Inês Correia
 Hyperspectral Images| Spring 2013 – Lecturers: Roberto Padoan and Marvin Klein
 Endbands in the Bookbinding Traditions of the East |20th-24th May 2013 - Lecturer:

Dr.

George Boudalis

Please do find more information and the registration form on our webpage.

Become a Friend
Become a friend of the “European Research Centre for Book and Paper ConservationRestoration".
Individuals are wellcome to sign in for a membership called "friend". Fee is 85.00 Euros
per year. Registration number and bank data will be provided after registration.
All friends receive


two "European Research Centre - newsletters" per year,



reduced fees for our specially marked further education courses



information about any upcoming book related events in Horn,



as soon as we will have installed the material quality controll, friends will be
informed on the results and can gurantee the clients to use only tested material.

To become a friend, please insert the online-form – or send us a mail or letter.

Note
The centre welcomes any ideas, wishes, requests, contributions, co-operations and

suggestions. Furthermore, you are cordially invited to visit the Centre´s webpage
www.european-research-centre.buchstadt.atfor the latest news and the courseprogramme.
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